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 Pictures displaying by using the words package model is one of new approaches to 

manage these types of data’s which is entered the image area and multimedia data’s by 
inspiring of literatures classifying methodology and information theory. One of the 

challenges Earlier on displaying is how to peering up Extracted areas from the image 

into words dictionary. In this article fuzzy weighting methodology is used for image 
classifying so that every area of image is peering up to one or words of dictionary 

words. Experimental results shows that the introduced weighting methodology has 

higher accuracy on image classifying comparing to a peering up methodology in which 
every area of image is peered up to a word of dictionary words with the same weight. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

With the development of technology Associated with the visual data and easing the obtaining and storing, 

this type of data significantly has increased. The Witness of this massive volume is the existed images on the 

web. For example images Sharing websites such as Flicker containing billions images and every month, 

millions of images on this website are uploaded. Therefore managing this large volumes of data In practice is so 

difficult so difficult trying of human is required. The existed effort are stepping toward helping To Computer 

Systems, in order to solve this problem and manage images by non-human factors. Such images Classifying is 

defined to peering up as input image into a number of categories from a predefined category. Such class’s are 

Issues such as user-defined types and their ideal man and machine, working Such as laughing or running, the 

image of a sunset or beach events like birthday or graduation party. A class system Images of labeled training 

images for classing No label images are used. 

One of the Main challenges on Images classifying is, the difference between feature of Low-level image 

and the rich meaning that a user can understand of the picture. Of these differences and the characteristics 

differences between Low-level and high-level concepts is referred to as the semantic gap. These differences, it 

Here arises for the user to understand the meaning of the image is an instantaneous process, but for a car this 

holding Lower level feature, Is not as a human user (Liu, Y., et al., 2007).  

The classifying notions faces of scheme Variety of Challenges, especially when Objects that are 

overlapped, the clutter Backgrounds and changes in image brightness exist., One of The methods To overcome 

this problem which is inspired by recent Text retrieval, that have been regarded by researchers is using of the 

words packages model. Words Modeling packages is a popular way to display words and text documents in 

which the words occur ignored.  

Words Modeling packages is a model based on the dictionary Where each text is regarded as a bag 

(therefore the words are not removed) that includes a number of words in the dictionary. Active Researchers in 

the field of computer vision used the same idea to display the image. In other words, the image is treated as a 

text And Extracted features from the image formed the words.  

However, the expanded field of text information retrieval is not of the data field Multimedia and a minor 

unresolved issue. In Terms of representation a text is one-dimensional while the image is two-dimensional. In 

terms of Expressing semantic content, constructing content of text (words, especially keywords), which carries 

the content of the information relating to the meaning of the text. On Contrast, parts of the image carrier, are far 
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less semantic content. Generally forming pixels of Image are lack expression of information in the image and 

various parts of image provided only non - certain description of objects.  

To build the Words Modeling packages on pictures and to create words, local regions of the image are 

considered and it is tried by these local regions helping and feature extraction of these, words are extracted from 

the images. Terms that are extracted from the images are called to be entitled to visual words and with 

numbering of repetitions of the words in the image histogram is formed of the frequency of occurrence of each 

word in image and is referred to as closed-visual words (Sivic, J., A. Zisserman, 2003).  

In this paper we present a method to The area in which we extracted from the image, and a greater number 

of words in a dictionary peering up to Such differences of word weighting., In other words, instead of 

considering only one representative of the dictionary of Vocabulary for each area of the image (Fei-Fei, L., P. 

Perona, 2005), a greater number of words of Different weight are selected. For this purpose the Fuzzy weighting 

system presented in (Farhangi, M., et al., 2011) is used and the effect of this method to weighting the images 

classification is measured. Experimental results shows that provided Methods for each region of the image 

compared to when considering a representation with a constant weight a more desired accuracy on classifying is 

provided.  

The continues of this article has been developed at the following framework. In section 2 the article method 

for classifying the Images are provided. In section 3, experimental results on the database of the images are 

presented and ultimately result Conclusions will be presented in Section 4.  

 

Methods: 

This paragraph of the article methods for classifying images are Presented. For this purpose a two-step of 

construction Words vocabulary and weighing to the words are presented.  

 

2.1. Making vocabulary: 

In order to build a vocabulary and visual words there are two main approaches. In (Fei-Fei, L., P. Perona, 

2005) for the construction of words, different pictures are Divided to Equally rectangular And each segment is 

treated as a word Then from each of these components of the image, several features, are extracted And 

Extracted features are describing The prevailing notion in that part of the picture. In another Approach to divide 

the image into segments the highlighted points in the index, the entire image is extracted as the key point’s 

(Jiang, Y.G., et al., 2010). These points can discover By Various detection. For Example SIFT algorithm In 

order to extract the points, first by applying Gaussian filters with different variances on the image size, and 

Makes a set of images. Thus image is displayed on the space scale. Comparing the image points with areas 

neighboring and neighboring on the scale Up and down, and selecting the extreme parts, the key points are 

extracted. These points are described based on gradient vector direction pixels Neighbors (Lowe, D.,).  

Then Extracted feature, is used to build a vocabulary. Thus the Extracted feature, are Classified in Different 

cluster of Cluster algorithms Such as nearest neighbor classification. These cluster are Used for building visual 

words. So that the centers of each cluster is expressed as a visual word. Created Clusters number on this step 

shows the vocabulary Size. How to build a vocabulary is shown in Figure 1.  

  

 
Fig. 1: Construction of vocabulary 

 

2.2. Weighting to vocabulary words:  

In order to communicate between each word of vocabulary and the extracted area from image the fuzzy 

weighting of (Farhangi, M., et al., 2011) is used. For this purpose consider a vocabulary includes k visual word 

in form of  kV  ,...,, 21  are Displayed.  

Input image containing M Local descriptors are considered. Each Local image Describing are Displays with 

Pj icon in which j Values are Variable from 1 to M. with defined Assumptions and notations, the degree of 

connection between visual words i  and the local Describing Pj are Defined as follows.  
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In this relationship, kn ,...,2,1  and ij  the Degree of relationship between the visual word i  and the 

local Describing are Pj. Show Distance between two containing vectors. Parameters α is a constant that 

controls the relationship between words and descriptions according to a distance. Values of these constants 

experimentally are calculated and tested. With this kind of display, each describer is peered up to all the words 

in the vocabulary (unlike the classical method in which each describer is peered up to the closest word in the 

vocabulary), but this corresponding are carried away with several weight by distance of words. Carefully in this 

relation we find that the closest word in the dictionary to describer will receive a weight equal to 1 and other 

words receive smaller weight in terms of their distance of local Describer.  

 

2.3. Image classifications: 

 So extraction features of images using Method of images Classifications, the class of each images is 

identified. For operating Classification, supporting vector with Gaussian kernel is used. Because it is already 

demonstrated that this classer compared with other algorithms paragraph Classifying has More Favorable results 

on images classifying by visual words package model (Jiang, Y.G., et al., 2010).  

 

The experimental results: 

To evaluate the performance of presented algorithm, the series of presented images in (Lazebnik, S., et al., 

2006) is used. Datasets including 15 regions from images taken from various scenes of various natural and 

urban scene. Many images in each class vary between 400-600 images. A Samples of the images in the database 

in Figure 2 Is shown. For testing starting the Subset of images per class for training and testing were randomly 

extracted. To Eliminating the adverse effect of the random selection process that could be followed, it is 

repeated 10 times, and for each pair of training and test images, vocabulary is made according to the training 

images. For feature extraction of Obtained Feature from SIFT On the isolated Uniform block, images are used. 

Thus the SIFT description are applied on the block 16 x 16 pixels which overlap each other to a distance of 8 

pixels. For Digitization Features and making a vocabulary a Conventional clustering algorithms and widely used 

of nearest neighbor classification is used.  

 

        

        
 

Fig. 2: a Sample of the images in a database. (Lazebnik, S., et al., 2006) from top to bottom and right to left, the 

samples Of images: store, bedroom, suburban, industrial, kitchen, beach, living room, forests, highways, 

buildings, mountains, plains, street, tall buildings and office environment  

 

Classification results on this set of images are shown in Figure 3. Horizontal axis in this figure shows the 

changes in vocabulary size that in this experiment, the size of the dictionary or the parameter k (Number of 

clusters S); in the algorithm of clustering of the nearest neighbor is varied from 50 to 300 words. Vertical axis of 

the graph Shows accuracy in terms of the images Ratio of the test that their class is correctly identified. The 

above graph in this figure shows the classification accuracy by introduced weighting method and Bottom graph 

shows the classification accuracy for conditions in which each image region is only peered up to a word in the 

vocabulary. As you can see The Introduced weighting method shows favorable results more for all sizes for 

vocabularies.  
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Fig. 3: Classification Accuracy for Different sizes of vocabulary 

 

In Figure 4 Confusion matrix for classification accuracy of Category on each of the 15 classes is shown 

separately. For this experiment, the number of words in vocabulary is considered equal to 200. Fuzzy Weighting 

method is used and like the previous experiment classifying methods of Supporting Vector Machine with 

Gaussian kernel is used. In this form the original diameter element show Classification accuracy for different 

Classification.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: obtained Confusion matrix for the set of images (Lowe, D.,) From top to bottom and from left to right 

These classes include stores, bedroom suburbs, industrial, kitchen, beach, living room, forests, 

highways, buildings, mountains, plains, street, tall buildings and office environment. 

 

Conclusion: 

In this paper, a method for classification of Images taken from the Natural and Urban scene is presented. 

For this purpose, a visual word packaging model is used and fuzzy weighting method was used for peering up 

image regions to vocabulary words. Results showed that Fuzzy weighting method has a more accuracy on 

images classification. It is because that in calculating on each words weight of the vector distance of image 

regions features that word is used.  
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